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nomads would be the right definition of this future state of
the Arctic population.
The law protects them against exploitation. Trade
with them is only permitted to the State or to co-operative
orguni/ations. They arc exempt from all taxes and con-
scription. Minimum prices are fixed for their products,
and the prices of commodities supplied to them by the
trading' stations arc determined by the State so that they
can afford all necessities of hie. It is regarded of lesser
importance whether the scheme is a paying proposition
immediately. The Government hope that it will prove
very profitable on a national scale in the future, and the
primary object is to preserve them and, if possible, help
them to grow once more into larger communities. Auto-
nomous national districts are established"—at least on the
map--according to the usual area, travelled by each tribe,
ami a comprehensive right to the soil and its content is
given to them on paper as a guarantee for the future.
Native chairmen of such autonomous districts arc already
officiating in some regions.
I met the chairman for Taimyr in Khatangu. He wore
European clothes and owned a gramophone. Special
broadcasts for the natives from the cultural buses, and the
distribution of wireless sets to all tent-collectives is a pro-
gramme for the next few years. The minimal plan of
achievement for 1937 is the general acceptance and use by
the tribes of soap and toothbrushes, and the persuasion of
the largest possible number of mothers to bring their
children for regular medical examination. Hygiene is a very
essential point in the scheme, as only through, it will it be
possible to arrest the decline In the native birth rate and
the spread of the trachoma.
New names are given or, as the Soviet Insist, the true
names recognized for those tribes, The. "Fungus, for instance,
never called themselves by that name. Their answer,
when you asked them who and what they were, was, Evyenki.
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